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Abstract: State-mandated curriculum policy documents have an important political function. Governments use them to make ideological statements about the role of schools and how the next generation of citizens are to be shaped. Beginning from this premise, we use a frame analysis methodology to examine how citizenship in the Province of Ontario, Canada is framed in four consecutive versions of the curriculum policy documents that prescribe citizenship education for secondary schools. Our analysis spans 20 years, during which two political parties – one conservative, the other liberal – held power. Our inductive analysis is presented using a typology of citizenship with five dimensions: political, public, cultural, juridical, and economic. We illustrate consistency across the decades, including a preoccupation with: 1) external and internal threats to the stability and unity of Canada (political); 2) fostering nationalistic identification (political); 3) developing transferrable skills for the globalized economy (economic); 4) establishing a pre-set role for the individual citizen, characterized by legal and ethical obligations (juridical). We
reveal a gradual de-emphasis of opportunities for citizens to actively participate in reshaping their communities and society (public, cultural). This shift in the political and ideological meaning of citizenship conceives citizens as isolated individuals in a reified state and society.
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Reenmarcar la educación para la ciudadanía: La representación cambiante de la ciudadanía en la política curricular en la provincia de Ontario, 1999-2018

**Resumen:** Los documentos de política curricular exigidos por el estado tienen una función política importante. Los gobiernos los usan para hacer declaraciones ideológicas sobre el papel de las escuelas y cómo se formará la próxima generación de ciudadanos. A partir de esta premisa, utilizamos una metodología de análisis de marcos para examinar cómo la ciudadanía en la Provincia de Ontario, Canadá, se enmarca en cuatro versiones consecutivas de los documentos de política curricular que prescriben la educación para la ciudadanía en las escuelas secundarias. Nuestro análisis abarca 20 años, durante los cuales dos partidos políticos, uno conservador y otro liberal, tenían el poder. Nuestro análisis inductivo se presenta utilizando una tipología de ciudadanía con cinco dimensiones: política, pública, cultural, jurídica y económica. Ilustramos la coherencia a lo largo de las décadas, incluida la preocupación por: 1) amenazas externas e internas a la estabilidad y la unidad de Canadá (política); 2) fomentar la identificación nacionalista (política); 3) desarrollar habilidades transferibles para la economía globalizada (económica); 4) establecer un rol preestablecido para el ciudadano individual, caracterizado por obligaciones legales y éticas (jurídicas). Revelamos una disminución gradual de las oportunidades para que los ciudadanos participen activamente en la remodelación de sus comunidades y sociedad (pública, cultural). Este cambio en el significado político e ideológico de la ciudadanía concibe a los ciudadanos como individuos aislados en un estado y sociedad reificados.
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Reformulando a educação para a cidadania: A mudança no retrato da cidadania na política curricular na província de Ontário, 1999-2018

**Resumo:** Os documentos de política curricular exigidos pelo estado têm uma importante função política. Os governos os usam para fazer declarações ideológicas sobre o papel das escolas e como deve ser formada a próxima geração de cidadãos. A partir dessa premissa, usamos uma metodologia de análise de estrutura para examinar como a cidadania na Província de Ontário, Canadá, é enquadrada em quatro versões consecutivas dos documentos de política curricular que prescrevem a educação para cidadania nas escolas secundárias. Nossa análise abrange 20 anos, durante os quais dois partidos políticos - um conservador e o outro liberal - detinham o poder. Nossa análise indutiva é apresentada usando uma tipologia de cidadania com cinco dimensões: política, pública, cultural, jurídica e económica. Ilustramos a consistência ao longo das décadas, incluindo uma preocupação com: 1) ameaças externas e internas à estabilidade e à unidade do Canadá (política); 2) promoção da identificação nacionalista (política); 3) desenvolvimento de habilidades transferíveis para a economia globalizada (econômica); 4) estabelecer um papel predefinido para o cidadão, caracterizado por obrigações legais e éticas (jurídicas). Revelamos uma
gradual ênfase nas oportunidades para os cidadãos participarem ativamente na remodelação de suas comunidades e sociedade (pública, cultural). Essa mudança no significado político e ideológico da cidadania concebe os cidadãos como indivíduos isolados em um estado e sociedade reificados.

**Palavras-chave:** Canadá; Óntário; Educação; Ensino Médio; Currículo; Política; Política; Cidadania; Educação do Cidadão; Análise de quadros

### Introduction

Curriculum guidelines are policy instruments for the ideological steering of school systems. (Connelly & Connelly, 2013, p. 66)

In its attempt to embody the hopes of society, [the curriculum] has been characterized by different, often contradictory aims and messages. The messages of one period were not replaced by the next; traces of former aims and older visions remained so that by the end of the century, there were many different visions of society and citizenship reflected in the curriculum. (von Heyking, 2006, p. 151)

State-level curriculum policy documents have a *pedagogical function* in directing what is taught in schools and how it gets taught. When researchers directly analyze such documents they generally do so with this pedagogical function in mind – often resulting, for example, in critiques of the documents’ clarity and effectiveness as pedagogical instructions to teachers (e.g., Lavrenteva & Orland-Barak, 2015; Priestley & Sinnema, 2014). However, curriculum policy documents also have an important *political function* in making ideological statements about the role of schools in society and how the next generation of citizens should be shaped through education. This latter function has received less attention in the research literature (Connelly & Connelly, 2013; Westbury, 2008). No matter what their political stripe is, most governments care about these policy documents because of both of these functions: the instrumental role the documents play in shaping the content and form of teaching and learning, and the opportunity they provide for articulating a political vision and objectives for public schooling to the educational community and general public.

In this article, we invert the customary way of analyzing curriculum policy documents by emphasizing their political function over their pedagogical function. We focus on curriculum policy documents related to citizenship education, which is arguably the subject area where political ideologies about what it means to be a citizen and about the role of the state in developing citizens should be most pronounced. Specifically, we use a frame analysis methodology (Fernández, 2018; Park, Daly, & Guerra, 2012) to examine four consecutive versions of the Province of Ontario’s *Canadian and World Studies 9 and 10* (CWS 9 & 10) curriculum policy document – which covers five courses central to citizenship education in secondary schools in the province. This analysis spans 20 years, during which five provincial elections took place, four different premiers were elected to lead the government, and two political parties – one conservative, the other liberal – were in power at different times.

Our analysis builds on Pinto’s (2012) landmark study of the process of curriculum policy reform in Ontario as part of the Progressive Conservative (PC) government’s 1995 to 2003 “Common Sense Revolution,” which emphasized smaller government, lower taxes, and public accountability of public institutions and organizations. In her study, Pinto (2012) took up frame analysis to describe how the PC government justified their curriculum reform through a systematic effort to publicly frame education in business terminology:
This series of events framed the issue: the school system was ‘broken’ and could be ‘fixed’ through sweeping reforms, including a new and better curriculum policy. These repairs, the framing continues, would address the ‘needs and wants’ of education’s ‘customers.’ (p. 56)

Pinto went on to describe how the PC government also attempted to balance this economic framing of education against appeals to the importance of education for citizenship. However, she concluded in a footnote that: “A closer examination of the resulting curriculum policy documents would be necessary to further define the citizenship aim, though such analysis is beyond the scope of this research” (p. 214). We directly take up Pinto’s suggestion through a close document analysis of the framing of citizenship in the original CWS 9 & 10 document introduced in 1999 by the PC government, while also expanding on this suggestion by studying how this framing has changed over the three subsequent revisions of the document up to 2018.

**Citizenship Education Curriculum as Public Policy**

While there is a great deal of research on “curriculum,” in a broad sense of the term, much of this work emphasizes pedagogy and classroom context, rather than how curriculum documents function as public policy instruments. Connelly and Connelly (2013) suggest that insofar as curriculum has been studied as public policy, the research has focused on the political context of curriculum creation and on classroom implementation, while the curriculum documents themselves remain a “black box” (p. 54). According to Connelly and Connelly (2013):

- From the literature it is clear that many think curriculum policy guidelines per se are inconsequential. On the one side, they are seen as buffeted by political forces with little independent life of their own. On the other side, they are seen as documents that are mostly ignored in practice. (p. 65)

However, there is a growing body of literature that draws attention to curriculum policy documents as significant policy instruments in their own right (Connelly & Connelly, 2013; Luke, 2013; Westbury, 2008). This literature suggests that state-created curriculum documents should be understood not only as providing practical guidance on what should be taught in classrooms, but also as making ideological statements about the role of schools in society (Westbury, 2008).

The political function of curriculum documents is important in democratic societies because public schools are often subject to public controversy. On the one hand, schools are central institutions, which play a significant role in the lives of most citizens (Levin, 2008). On the other hand, there is a lack of consensus on the overall purposes of schools and the means by which these purposes should be attained (Westbury, 2008). Schools in Ontario, as elsewhere, have been and are subject to repeated controversy about whether and how they are adequately preparing students for participation in society as adults (Gidney, 1999; Manzer, 1994). Such controversies are periodically and tentatively resolved through the formation of broad public consensus on the purposes of schooling (Luke, 2013; Manzer, 1994). It is in this context of recurrent public crises over the purposes of schooling that curriculum policy documents play an important political role as public statements that seek to periodically re-articulate a consensus. As Westbury (2008) describes:

- From this viewpoint the state’s curriculum making is not an activity directed at the inner, educational work of schools but is directed instead at forming and reforming both the public’s and teachers’ canopy of understandings about schooling. It is an
Curriculum policy documents serve as expressions of a new consensus over the role of schools in society, and as attempts to merge the new understanding with previous understandings, resulting in documents with many ideological layers (Broom & Evans, 2015; Luke, 2013; von Heyking, 2006).

Arguably, this political function is particularly important for studying citizen education curriculum as policy (e.g., Iacovino and Nootens, 2011). While there is significant public consensus around the need for the state to actively form future citizens, there are relatively few policy instruments to accomplish this work (Lewis, 2011). Civic education policy documents, therefore, serve an important political function as symbolic gestures toward state-directed citizen formation, regardless of how effective civic education actually is in practice (Lewis, 2011; Ortloff, 2005). In Canada, the ideological role of citizen education policy has historically been centred on responding to the diversity of Canadian society through efforts to develop “social cohesion” by fostering a common national narrative and identity (Bickmore, 2014; Hughes & Sears, 2008; Sears, 2010). At the same time, there has been a longstanding tension between the role of schools in forming citizens as socio-political actors and as economic agents, with a trend toward emphasizing economic formation since the late 20th century (Manzer, 1994; Osborne, 2000). These two themes can also be related because, as Joshee (2007) notes, social cohesion policies in Ontario can be seen as reinforcing the government’s broader economic objectives.

In recent years, a new policy consensus has emerged in the form of citizen education curriculum policies that emphasize a generic form of individualized citizenship that is imagined as transferable between socio-political contexts (Hébert, 2009; Iacovino & Nootens, 2011; Kennelly & Llewellyn, 2011). In this new consensus, as Iacovino and Nootens (2011) describe:

“Citizenship is akin to a vocation, something you learn to do, not as a member of a particular nation or culture, not through the lens of conflicting national identities, but as an individual endowed with faculties associated with critical thought.” (p. 225)

This generic, individualized citizenship is being driven in a large part by external pressures related to globalization. In particular, globalized economies exert considerable pressure on states to foster “citizens” who are willing and able to relocate internationally and compete in a transnational marketplace (Mitchell, 2006; Rezaie-Rashti, 2003). In this context, citizen education policies have displayed an increasing emphasis on global rather than national perspectives, although this often involves tensions between “ethical” global perspectives related to human rights, social and environmental justice, respect and tolerance for diversity, and peace and sustainability versus “neoliberal” economic perspectives emphasizing liberalization of markets and trade as well as human capital and economic development (Bickmore, 2014; Evans, Ingram, MacDonald, & Weber, 2009; OECD, 2018; Toukan, 2018). Along with these external pressures, Peck and Sears (2016) suggest that the shift to a generic and individualized citizenship has also been driven by an emerging sense of the difficulty of fostering a single national Canadian identity:

“Policymakers and educators were and are genuinely concerned that a focus on identity, particularly any sense of national or collective identity, marginalizes and excludes some people and groups. Approaches that recognize and attempt to include multiple understandings of identity and nation often get subverted because they are complex, difficult to deal with and have the potential to generate conflict.” (p. 70)
While the causes of this shift have been complex, therefore, the shift toward a generic and individualized citizenship is a pattern that has been noted in numerous citizenship education policies across Canada (Hébert, 2009; Iacovino & Nootens, 2011; Kennelly & Llewellyn, 2011).

The Policy Context for the Canadian & World Studies 9 & 10 Curriculum

Constitutionally, provincial governments in Canada hold exclusive jurisdiction over education. They are therefore commonly understood to have a mandate and an obligation to provide citizenship education to young people through their public systems of schooling (Hughes & Sears, 2008; Lewis, 2011). In the Province of Ontario, one of the key policy documents responding to this political imperative is the Canadian and World Studies 9 and 10 (CWS 9 & 10) curriculum policy document. This document prescribes the goals, content, priorities for learning, and learning outcomes (uniquely termed “expectations” in all Ontario curriculum documents since the late 1990s) for five courses that are central to citizenship education in public schools. These courses include Grade 9 geography, in both “academic” and “applied” streams; Grade 10 history, also in “academic” and “applied” streams; and Grade 10 civics. To graduate from secondary school, Ontario students must complete one of these two geography courses, one of these two history courses, and the civics course. These are the only mandatory secondary school courses in these subjects. The mandatory nature of the CWS 9 & 10 courses, along with the high relevance of their subject matter to citizenship education, signals the symbolic, if not the practical, significance of this policy document as part of the Ontario government’s engagement with the political task of citizenship education. The Ontario Ministry of Education (OME) has also portrayed this document as its key policy statement on citizenship education (e.g., OME, 2016).

The curriculum reform that produced the original CWS 9 & 10 document in 1999 was part of a comprehensive reform of secondary education in Ontario in the late 1990s. The PC government elected in 1995 made educational reform a central policy commitment, and pushed through a range of specific reforms, including the elimination of the fifth year of high school (Grade 13), a reduction in the number of secondary courses from approximately 1400 to 200, the introduction of compulsory community service hours as a graduation requirement, and a complete redevelopment of the curriculum policy documents (Anderson & Ben Jaafar, 2003; Levin, 2008; Pinto, 2012). The new curriculum policy documents were primarily developed by teams of teachers, but there also appears to have been a significant degree of political direction. This direction began, in what has become a common approach to curriculum development (Luke, 2013), with writing teams being given a standardized “template” specifying the structure of the document. This included a required number of “expectations” specifying student learning outcomes, namely “overall” expectations broken down into a series of “specific” expectations, grouped under a set number of organizing “strands” specifying key topics (Pinto, 2012, p. 77).

However, even the content of this set structure was subjected to varying degrees of political control. Based on a series of interviews with writing team members and bureaucrats, Pinto (2012) describes:

Writers’ perceptions of how and whose power shaped policy texts varied. Some claimed they flew ‘under the radar’ (their words) and had autonomy to shape their policy texts. Others involved in subjects perceived to have higher political priority (such as English, mathematics, and history) reported they were closely monitored and their draft documents were often challenged or simply changed. (pp. 92-93)
Pinto adds elsewhere that the “mysterious” revisions seem to have been done by bureaucrats in the provincial ministry and political staffers. John Fielding, who was co-project manager of the *Canadian and World Studies* writing team, recounts similar experiences in a personal narrative published in the magazine *Our Schools/Our Selves*. Fielding (2002) describes how political staff provided very specific direction, including the requirement that the courses describe the “contribution” of the Canadian Manufacturing Association, while forbidding the use of the word “contribution” in relation to Indigenous peoples, women’s groups, and labor unions. He suggests, furthermore, that the “final” versions of the documents were edited by political staff to ensure this direction was followed.

With such political imperatives overriding pedagogical concerns, the 1999 curriculum documents were rushed in both their development and implementation, leading to implementation problems (Pinto, 2012). In particular, the division of courses into “Academic” and “Applied” streams, combined with the compression of content resulting from the elimination of Grade 13 and a political imperative for “high standards,” led to significant failure rates in Applied courses (Anderson & Ben Jaafar, 2003; Levin, 2008; Pinto, 2012).

After the PCs were replaced by a Liberal government in 2003, Ontario curriculum policy was subjected to a process of cyclical review, in which a few subjects were reviewed and rewritten per year (Pinto, 2012). This practice, which still exists as of 2019, allows for revisions to be accomplished through a slower, more intentional policy process than the rushed and politically motivated process through which the documents were first written. The cyclical review typically takes more than a year, and involves consultation with a range of stakeholders and experts, along with careful review of policies and practices from other jurisdictions (Connelly & Connelly, 2013; Levin, 2008). Connelly and Connelly (2013) suggest this cyclical review process enables a better balance of the political and pedagogical functions of the curriculum policy documents. Bureaucrats interviewed by Pinto (2012), meanwhile, suggested the revisions under the Liberal government resulted in a change in tone, including more explicit references to equity and diversity. This became most explicit in the 2018 revision, which incorporated the perspectives of Indigenous peoples throughout the history courses, in response to Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (OME, 2017). However, the revisions to the documents have not altered the original structure (strands, overall expectations, specific expectations, etc.) established by the PC government in 1999.

The *Canadian and World Studies 9 and 10* document has been revised three times since its initial publication, but there is not a clear sense in the existing literature as to what the overall effect of these revisions has been in terms of content, and as related to their political function. Lewis (2011) briefly reviews the 2005 revision of the Civics course in comparison to the original, and concludes that “the main components have remained the same” (p. 187). The remainder of the existing research has tended to focus on a single version of the curriculum document (mostly the 2005 revision) in comparison to policy documents from other jurisdictions. In this regard, Clausen, Horton and Lemisko (2008) and Pashby, Ingram and Joshee (2014) suggest the 2005 version of the curriculum emphasizes a historical progress toward a unified and inclusive Canada, with divisions and injustices confined to the past. Hébert (2009) and Kennelly and Llewellyn (2011), meanwhile, find the 2005 version undermines any thick sense of civic belonging and instead places significant responsibilities on the individualized “neoliberal” citizen. In one of the few studies of the 2013 revision, Broom (2015) suggests that the revised History curriculum should be understood as a social history of Canada that introduces a greater sense of collective responsibility for past injustices. We add to this knowledge base a chronological perspective on how the CWS 9 & 10 curriculum policy document has developed and changed over time, and with changes in the political context, including the most recent 2018 revision.
Theoretical Framework

Our study is broadly framed in relation to Charles Taylor’s (2004) theory of social imaginaries, which he conceived as broad collective understandings that give shape to particular societies. Social imaginaries incorporate both ideas and practices, but these elements are complexly entangled. According to Taylor (2004): “Ideas always come in history wrapped up in certain practices, even if these are only discursive practices” (p. 33). The underlying understandings give meaning to the practices, and the practices give shape to the understandings, and it is difficult to separate them out into any kind of linear causality. In a previous paper (Butler, 2018), we drew on Taylor’s analysis of modern social imaginaries to expand on previous typological analyses of citizenship proposed by Marshall (1964), Cohen (1999), and Banks (2008). This typology attempts to look beyond analyses of citizenship as either a purely legal matter of a person’s institutional status or as a purely affective domain of identity and belonging. The typology provides for an understanding of citizenship as a social imaginary through which we imagine and enact our relationship to society. The typology includes five dimensions of citizenship: political, public, cultural, juridical, and economic.

The political dimension incorporates the ways in which we imagine ourselves as participating in collective decision-making, with particular emphasis on formal democratic structures at the level of the nation-state, and on formal processes within or beyond the nation-state (e.g. municipal politics).

The public dimension incorporates the ways in which we imagine ourselves as constituting a shared realm of social interaction and communal participation beyond any particular situated community, with particular emphasis on the nation-state as an “imagined community” in Anderson’s (2006) sense. While the public realm blurs into the political realm, the public dimension captures the mechanisms of collective action that operate beyond or outside of formal state-enforced structures, such as through civil society organizations.

The cultural dimension is related to the public dimension, but emphasizes smaller-scale and more organic communities, whether these are localized, face-to-face communities or transnational, mediated communities (Banks, 2008). The organic communities of the cultural dimension can also be understood as the experiential basis from which the imagined community of the public realm is projected (Anderson, 2006; Taylor, 2004).

The juridical dimension incorporates the ways in which we imagine ourselves as operating within a universalized moral order that both endows us with inherent rights but also imposes ethical obligations on us (Cohen, 1999; Taylor, 2004). The juridical dimension incorporates the formal legal status of citizenship, but also looks beyond it to the philosophical assumptions that underpin contemporary legal structures, including a sense of individualism. In her analysis of different models of citizenship, Cohen (1999) contrasts a juridical to a political approach, and notes that: “when dominant, the juridical model seems to be depoliticizing and desolidarizing” (p. 249).

The economic dimension is similar to the juridical dimension in its emphasis on individualism. It incorporates the ways in which we imagine ourselves as autonomous actors operating within a universalized realm of mutually-beneficial exchange (Taylor, 2004). Like the juridical dimension, the economic dimension is universalizing but also individualizing, as opposed to the political dimension (and, to a lesser degree, the public and cultural dimensions), which imagine delimited and exclusive communities but also enable “thicker” forms of participation and belonging.

To apply this typology to the analysis of curriculum documents, we operationalize it through a frame analysis methodology. While frame analysis can take many different forms, we employ it primarily as a basis to understand the discursive practices used in policy texts (Fernández, 2018;
Ortloff, 2005). A key element of this is analysis of how a policy document links its descriptions of society to normative requirements for action (Wagenaar, 2011). As Rein and Schön (1996) describe:

Given such a text—a speech, memorandum, or journalistic essay, that may be produced by a politician, advocate, critic, journalist, or policy intellectual—the frame analyst must ask what gives the text its appearance of coherence, persuasiveness, and obviousness. In our terms, how does the writer make the normative leap from is to ought? In answering such questions, we look for evidence in the actual language employed in the text. (pp. 90-91)

For frame analysts, therefore, the effectiveness and motivational force of a policy text lie largely in the internal coherence between its descriptions and its prescriptions (Gusfield, 1981). This core premise of frame analysis aligns closely with Taylor’s (2004) theory of social imaginaries, which similarly emphasize a “natural” and expected coherence between the ideological narratives we use to explain our reality and the concrete practices through which these ideological narratives are enacted. In this sense, frame analysis can be understood as an operationalization of Taylor’s political philosophy within a social science context.

For frame analysts, one of the key devices through which a policy text creates a sense of internal coherence between its descriptions and its prescriptions is through a presentation of the policy domain in terms of problems and proposed solutions (Fernández, 2018; Park et al., 2012; Rein & Schön, 1996). In this regard, frame analysis builds on research suggesting that public policy does not simply respond to problems that are objectively present and universally acknowledged. Rather, it must first rhetorically establish that a problem exists, and that it requires a collective response, in order to justify an intervention by the government into the lives of citizens (Bacchi, 1999; Gusfield, 1981). Following Fernández (2018), our analysis takes up this analysis through the identification of diagnostic and prognostic frames. Diagnostic frames, in this context, are passages of the policy text that are identified as framing the policy domain in question by rhetorically presenting a societal problem that requires public intervention. Prognostic frames, then, are passages of the policy text that are identified as proposing policy interventions as solutions to the identified problem(s).

**Methodology**

This article focuses on a qualitative, inductive frame analysis of the original CWS 9 & 10 curriculum policy document and its three subsequent revisions over a 20-year period. This frame analysis involved a combination of inductive and deductive analysis of the policy texts based on the theoretical framework and methodological guidance from Wagenaar (2011) and Saldaña (2012). We began with two rounds of initial coding to develop a first survey of the data that was both closely detailed and open-ended. We follow this with a round of focused coding to develop theoretical categories. All coding was conducted on the entire text for each version of the document, involving an exhaustive analysis of the frontmatter, the course descriptions, and the curriculum expectations for each course. These rounds of coding are summarized in Table 1, which includes the total number of pages and the total number of curriculum expectations for each version.
Table 1  
Summary of Coding Cycles for the Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Version</th>
<th>Pages of Text Coded</th>
<th># of Curriculum Expectations</th>
<th>Coding Cycle</th>
<th>Coding Method</th>
<th># of Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>initial/in vivo coding</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>initial/process coding</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>focused/process coding</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>initial/in vivo coding</td>
<td>577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>initial/process coding</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>focused/process coding</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>initial/in vivo coding</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>initial/process coding</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>focused/process coding</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>initial/in vivo coding</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>initial/process coding</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>focused/process coding</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first round of coding primarily used in vivo codes to summarize passages of text with a brief quotation capturing a key phrase (Saldaña, 2012). Following Wagenaar’s (2011) advice, we coded “systematically and exhaustively” (p. 271) and by open-ended “meaning units,” ranging from a single phrase to a whole paragraph (p. 270). The curriculum expectations in the documents provided natural units of analysis, and each was summarized with a single in vivo code. The frontmatter of the documents, however, was often repetitive and redundant, and variable meaning units enabled us to extract the most relevant passages and create meaningful units of analysis for subsequent cycles.

The literature on methods for inductive frame analysis calls upon researchers to focus on actions at this stage in the coding process. Doing so keeps the analysis on what problems are being diagnosed and what solutions are being proposed, rather than jumping too quickly to the construction of theoretical categories (Wagenaar, 2011). Our second round of coding thus employed what Saldaña (2012) calls process coding, in which gerunds are used to code for the actions implicit in the data. In the second round, then, we began to develop descriptive codes that captured key actions in the texts. These actions sometimes described what the text required students or teachers to do. Sometimes the process coding captured actions attributed to a theoretical ideal citizen (such as “transferring skills”), and even actions the text itself seemed to be enacting (such as “downloading educational responsibility”). It was at this stage that we explicitly drew on the frame analysis literature to identify diagnostic framing as one specific type of action enacted by the text, using a standard gerund construction that started with “problematizing …” (e.g., see Table 2). Prognostic framing was not specifically identified at this stage, but we considered potential relationships between diagnostic frames and potential prognostic frames in an ongoing, interactive manner throughout the coding process through analytic memos.

Finally, in our third round, we used focused coding to identify theoretical categories with particular explanatory power, using these to cluster other codes (developed during the previous round of coding) under them (Saldaña, 2012). We carried out this analytic process separately for each of the four policy documents, starting chronologically with the 1999 version. The coding process was reflexive and iterative, and we constantly compared each version with the previous versions to ensure that similar or identical passages were coded consistently. As the categories
found diagnostic framing in CWS 9 & 10 is concentrated in the political dimension. Figure 1 thus subdivides the political dimension into diagnostic and prognostic framing. In deriving this figure, we elected to use the data on curriculum expectations, and not data from the frontmatter, because the expectations provided a consistent and comparable unit of analysis across all four document versions. As the total number of expectations varies across the documents (e.g., the quantity decreased significantly from 1999 to 2005), we calculated the expectations coded for each dimension as a percentage of the total expectations within each of the four documents, creating this ratio to provide a more meaningful comparison than a raw count.

Figure 1. Expectations Coded Under Each Citizenship Dimension, Expressed as a Percentage of Total Number of Expectations in Each of the Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents.

As can be seen in Figure 1, based on this ratio, the economic and juridical dimensions are quite stable over time, and therefore are treated as relatively unproblematic for the sake of this quantitative aspect of our analysis. The two aspects of the political dimension diverge, with an
increase in diagnostic framing that corresponds with a decrease in prognostic framing. The most noteworthy transformations are in the public dimension, which witnesses a decline in the relative number expectations across the four revisions, and in the cultural dimension, which sees sizeable fluctuations over time.

In what follows, we break the findings down according to the five dimensions of citizenship (political, economic, juridical, public, and cultural) and the two frame types (diagnostic and prognostic). Because all of the diagnostic frames fell within the political dimension of citizenship, these are presented first. We then present the prognostic frames according to all five dimensions.

Diagnostic Framing of the Political Dimension

The problem framing in the 1999 version of the document can be summarized narratively into an overall problem statement, as follows: *Rapid global change and increasing internal pluralism present threats to national unity and the integrity of Canada as a nation-state.* The challenges to the nation-state include both external pressures (e.g., economic globalization and ecological degradation) and internal pressures (e.g., divisions within an increasingly pluralistic citizenry), as can be seen in the following expectations. Note how the curriculum explicitly problematizes these external and internal challenges as “concerns” and “challenges”:

- “research and report on global concerns that affect Canadians (e.g., wilderness protection, economic impact of globalization)” (Ontario Ministry of Education and Training [OMET], 1999, p. 13)
- “demonstrate an understanding of the challenges of governing communities or societies in which diverse value systems, multiple perspectives, and differing civic purposes coexist” (OMET, 1999, p. 50)

While the problems described here extend beyond the borders of the nation-state, the diagnostic framing nonetheless falls within the political dimension, because the problem is framed in terms of its effect on the nation-state, and the nation-state is the primary locus of identification and action in responding to these problems.

As can be seen in Table 2, the diagnostic framing from 1999 remains similar across the three revisions of the document. However, there is an increasing use of ethical language, which contrasts with the self-conscious “value-neutrality” (Pinto, 2012, p. 140) of the 1999 document. This becomes particularly pronounced in the 2018 revisions relating to Indigenous peoples, which contain an explicit sense of Canada’s colonial history as a problem in itself. For example:

- “Students learn about the historical and contemporary impact of colonialism, the Indian Act, the residential school system, treaties, and systemic racism on Indigenous individuals and communities in Canada” (OME, 2018, p. 11)

This limited change in the diagnostic framing leads to some apparent internal discrepancies or tensions. For example, compare the appeal to “systemic racism” above with the “challenges” of cultural diversity presented in the following expectation:

- “…assess the opportunities and challenges presented by immigration and cultural diversity in Canada (e.g., … neighbourhood segregation and lack of social integration, hate crimes)” (OME, 2018, p. 82)

This discrepancy is due in part to the limited scope of the 2018 edits, which focused on the history curriculum but left the geography curriculum completely unchanged. On the whole, therefore, the diagnostic framing is similar across the four documents, and the prognostic framing across the five
dimensions of citizenship can be understood as various responses to this framing of the central problem.

Table 2
Results of Coding for Diagnostic Framing in the Political Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Diagnostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Problematizing national impact of global change</td>
<td>Rapid global change presents a threat to the integrity and unity of Canada as a nation-state</td>
<td>19 67 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problematizing national pluralism</td>
<td>Canada’s increasing internal pluralism presents a threat to national unity</td>
<td>7 18 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Problematizing national impact of global change</td>
<td>Rapid global change presents Canada with new challenges, and with new responsibilities as a member of the global community</td>
<td>18 51 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problematizing national power disparities</td>
<td>Canada’s internal pluralism presents new challenges, including power disparities between groups</td>
<td>4 17 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Problematizing balance of inclusion &amp; cohesion</td>
<td>Canada needs to become more ethical and inclusive while still fostering a cohesive national society</td>
<td>20 49 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problematizing national impact of global change</td>
<td>Rapid global change presents new challenges to the global community, and Canada must contribute to solutions</td>
<td>10 45 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Problematizing balance of inclusion &amp; cohesion</td>
<td>Canada needs to resolve the inequities of its past, including colonialism, while still fostering a cohesive national society</td>
<td>20 61 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problematizing national impact of global change</td>
<td>Rapid global change presents new challenges to the global community, and Canada must contribute to solutions</td>
<td>10 44 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In this and subsequent tables, the abbreviations in the column heading of Segments Coded mean the following: Ov.=Overall expectations; Sp.=Specific expectations; Oth.=Other document text.

Prognostic Framing of the Political Dimension

The prognostic framing of the political dimension in the 1999 version of the document is largely characterized by attempts to develop students’ identification with a unitary nationalistic narrative:

- “demonstrate an understanding of how individual Canadians have contributed to the development of Canada and an emerging sense of Canadian identity” (OMET, 1999, p. 32)

It also attempts to foster a sense of personal responsibility for Canada’s continuing economic prosperity:
• “demonstrate an understanding of the challenges associated with achieving resource sustainability, and explain the implications of meeting or not meeting those challenges for future resource use in Canada” (OMET, 1999, p. 20)

As Table 3 demonstrates, this framing is changed in several ways in the subsequent revisions to the document. First, the focus on national economic prosperity is maintained, but becomes gradually nuanced with a sense that economic development needs to be balanced against ethical responsibilities, including environmentalism. See, for example:

• “describe Canada’s major exports and imports, and assess some of the environmental, economic, social, and political implications of Canada’s current export and import patterns” (OME, 2018, p. 97)

Identification with Canada, meanwhile, becomes increasingly focused on developing a sense of pride for Canada’s diversity and inclusion. The focus on a unitary Canadian identity is maintained until the 2013 version, where it is manifested through repeated references to Canada’s “identity, citizenship, and heritage” (e.g., OME, 2013, p. 118). One of the broader changes in the 2018 revision is the systematic replacement of the term “identity” with the pluralized “identities.” The point of this change appears to be an increased emphasis on pluralism, and therefore a critique of the idealization of a unitary “Canadian identity” that exists in the 2013 revision as a holdover from the original 1999 version. The effect is to reinforce the emphasis on Canadian pluralism as the sole source of nationalistic pride.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Prognostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Identifying with nationalist narratives</td>
<td>Canadians need to develop a strong affective identification with Canada through a common national identity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fostering collective responsibility for national economy</td>
<td>Canadians have a common responsibility to ensure continued national economic prosperity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informing democratic citizenship</td>
<td>Canadians need to understand how to participate in, and influence, Canada’s political institutions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Identifying with nationalist narratives</td>
<td>Canadians need to develop a strong affective identification with Canada through a common national identity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fostering collective responsibility for national economy</td>
<td>Canadians have a common responsibility to ensure continued national economic prosperity</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informing democratic citizenship</td>
<td>Canadians need to understand how to participate in, and influence, Canada’s political institutions</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 (Cont’d.)

**Results of Coding for Prognostic Framing in the Political Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Prognostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Identifying with nationalistic narratives of pluralism</td>
<td>Canadians’ national pride should emphasize the inclusion in Canadian society of many diverse groups</td>
<td>7 19 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fostering collective responsibility for national economy</td>
<td>Canadians have a common responsibility to ensure continued national economic prosperity</td>
<td>5 17 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying with nationalistic narratives</td>
<td>Canadians need to develop a strong affective identification with Canada through a common national identity</td>
<td>1 14 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informing democratic citizenship</td>
<td>Canadians need to understand how to participate in Canada’s political institutions</td>
<td>1 11 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Identifying with nationalistic narratives of pluralism</td>
<td>Canadians’ national pride should emphasize the inclusion in Canadian society of many diverse groups</td>
<td>8 23 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fostering collective responsibility for national economy</td>
<td>Canadians have a common responsibility to ensure continued national economic prosperity</td>
<td>5 17 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informing democratic citizenship</td>
<td>Canadians need to understand how to participate in Canada’s political institutions</td>
<td>1 11 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying with nationalistic narratives</td>
<td>Canadians need to develop a strong affective identification with Canada through a common national identity</td>
<td>0 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The political dimension in the 1999 version is also characterized by the desire to foster citizens who are informed about Canada’s democratic processes, primarily through the civics curriculum. This theme is retained through the subsequent revisions, but is gradually reduced in weight. As shown in Table 3, the category “informing democratic citizenship” declines from 6 overall expectations and 26 specific expectations in 1999 to 1 and 11 in 2018. There is also a change in content. The 1999 version emphasizes participation in the nation-state through both the political and the public realm. While the public realm will be discussed in more detail below, it is noteworthy that the 1999 version presents the public and political realms together as a relatively continuous realm of citizen action, rather than the discrete (and limited) realms of citizen action they become in the later revisions. See, for example, the following edit of an expectation from 1999 to 2005. Note the change from “conflict resolution” to “policy formation,” indicating the reification of the political realm as a space of formal democratic structures but not of broader public citizen engagement and interaction:
• “analyse important historical and contemporary cases that involve democratic principles in the public process of conflict resolution and decision making” (OMET, 1999, p. 52)

• “analyse important contemporary cases and issues that have been decided or resolved through the public process of policy formation and decision making (e.g., mandatory retirement, censorship, racial profiling), taking into account the democratic principles that underlie that process” (OME, 2005, p. 69)

The reification of the political realm continues in the 2013 and 2018 revisions. There, what remains of this theme is largely focused on understanding formal political structures, with very little connection to the public realm or space for grassroots citizen action.

**Prognostic Framing of the Economic Dimension**

In the 1999 version of the document, the economic dimension is characterized primarily by an emphasis on transferable skills that can be learned in the subject courses but that are intended for application in the broader globalized economy. These skills are mostly related to forms of decontextualized critical analysis, including “research, critical thinking, problem solving, and decision making” (OMET, 1999, p. 3). The connection between globalization and the necessity of developing transferable skills is explicit: “As the world undergoes continual change, students need many different kinds of knowledge and skills to be successful” (OMET, 1999, p. 7). While students are encouraged to develop an affective and active connection to their nation-state, therefore, they are simultaneously encouraged to develop a detached awareness of their career potential within the globalized economy. These two ideas are not necessarily contradictory – a contemporary nation-state will strengthen its economic position by advancing the global marketability of its citizens – but they do exist in a certain degree of tension.

**Table 4**

*Results of Coding for Prognostic Framing in the Economic Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Prognostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Promoting transferable skills</td>
<td>Canadians need a core set of skills that can be used across school, work, and life</td>
<td>11 66 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Promoting transferable skills</td>
<td>Canadians need a core set of skills that can be used across school, work, and life</td>
<td>11 60 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Promoting transferable skills</td>
<td>Canadians need a core set of skills that can be used across school, work, and life</td>
<td>5 45 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Promoting transferable skills</td>
<td>Canadians need a core set of skills that can be used across school, work, and life</td>
<td>5 45 59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Table 4 helps reveal, there is significant continuity in the economic dimension across the four version of the document. Starting with the 2013 revision, however, the relationship between citizenship and participation in the globalized economy becomes more direct. Citizenship is seen explicitly (at least in part) as an economic activity: “Finally, to become responsible citizens in the global economy, they will need to understand the social, environmental, and ethical implications of their own choices as consumers” (OME, 2013, pp. 49-50). This idea of “citizens in the global economy” is nonsensical in terms of a traditional understanding of citizenship as official membership in a nation-state. However, as an expression of the idealized relationship between the person and society, this framing can be understood as a vision of the autonomous, disembedded individual who defines their personhood largely as self-directed agents within a transnational economic marketplace (Taylor, 2004), whether as workers or consumers. Practically, this is manifested in the curriculum largely through a continued emphasis on transferable skills. See, for instance, this expectation from Civics, which has a parallel in each of the other four courses in the 2018 revision:

- “describe some ways in which political inquiry can help them develop skills, including the essential skills in the Ontario Skills Passport (e.g., skills related to reading texts, writing, computer use, oral communication, numeracy, decision making, problem solving) and those related to the citizenship education framework, that can be transferred to the world of work and/or to everyday life” (OME, 2018, p. 158)

Aside from the explicit emphasis on transferable skills, this expectation is notable for its reference to the “Citizenship Education Framework”, which was added in the 2013 revision and is presented in the document frontmatter as a source of “the knowledge, skills, and attitudes associated with responsible citizenship” (OME, 2013, p. 9). However, in both the 2013 and the 2018 revisions, this single curriculum expectation in Civics is the only one that mentions the framework. Furthermore, this expectation de-emphasizes any substantive understanding of citizenship by framing the framework as a way to foster “essential skills” (as opposed to, say, belonging or participation).

**Prognostic Framing of the Juridical Dimension**

The juridical dimension in the 1999 version is characterized by the core idea that there is a specific, pre-defined “role” students are expected to step into as citizens. This is expressed clearly in the following quotation: “It is important that students understand the role of the citizen, and the personal values and perspectives that guide citizen thinking and actions” (OMET, 1999, p. 46). This role is partially prescribed through legally-defined rights and responsibilities, but it also captures a broader range of cognitive and affective characteristics that the citizen is expected to internalize and enact:
“describe fundamental beliefs and values associated with democratic citizenship (e.g., rule of law, human dignity, freedom of worship, respect for rights of others, work for common good, sense of responsibility for others, freedom of expression)” (OMET, 1999, p. 50)

While the primary emphasis of the 1999 version is the citizen’s position in the nation-state, there is also some discussion of global citizenship. Similar to the national context, the role of the global citizen is defined both in terms of legal constructs (e.g., human rights as defined by the United Nations) and a broader range of ethical obligations (particularly in terms of personal ecological responsibility).

As Table 5 illustrates, the subsequent revisions of the policy text place greater emphasis on global citizenship. Ultimately, they position global citizenship as essentially interchangeable with national citizenship, as in this expectation:

analyse key rights and responsibilities associated with citizenship, in both the Canadian and global context, and some ways in which these rights are protected” (OME, 2018, p. 152)

The 2013 and 2018 revisions also build on a shift that begins in the 2005 version, away from the value-neutrality of the 1999 version and toward positioning citizenship, and global citizenship in particular, as a type of ethical imperative.

Table 5
Results of Coding for Prognostic Framing in the Juridical Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Prognostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Standardizing individual citizen role</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fostering ethical global citizenship</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fostering ethical global citizenship</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Standardizing individual citizen role</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fostering ethical global citizenship</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Standardizing individual citizen role</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fostering ethical global citizenship</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Standardizing individual citizen role</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This process of establishing a standardized role for the citizen aligns practically with the rigid policy imperatives laid out in the frontmatter of the curriculum document, which similarly establish fixed roles for teachers and students. As with the broader curriculum reform enacted by Ontario’s PC government in the late 1990s, the 1999 version of the document signals a strong turn toward prescriptive, centralized control over teachers’ pedagogical practice in classrooms (Anderson & Ben Jaafar, 2003). The document lays out a highly structured policy framework around the course content, including course requirements in the form of outcome-focused expectations, compulsory and prerequisite courses, and an achievement chart intended to provide “a standard province-wide method for teachers to use in assessing and evaluating their students’ achievement” (OMET, 1999, p. 56). These policy imperatives are enforced through a combination of accountability structures and exhortative policy language. At the same time, the 1999 version allowed for some carefully delineated areas of local policy flexibility, such as the option to teach certain courses as a half-semester course. The effort to delineate teachers’ agency through exhortative policy imperatives can be seen in the following passage that cautions about the dangers of leaving the school building:

Out-of-school fieldwork provides an exciting and authentic dimension to students’ learning experiences. It also takes the teacher and students out of the predictable classroom environment and into new settings. Teachers must preview and plan expeditions carefully to protect students’ health and safety. (OMET, 1999, p. 55)

This passage is repeated with only minor edits in each of the three subsequent revisions. Indeed, all of the policy imperatives established in the 1999 document have remained with remarkable consistency through the three subsequent revisions of the CWS policy document overseen by the Liberal government that held power from 2003 to 2018. As with the juridical dimension more broadly, the primary change during this time has been a strengthening of the document’s exhortative language through moralistic framing that presents teachers’ policy compliance as a type of ethical imperative.

**Prognostic Framing of the Public Dimension**

The 1999 version places a strong emphasis on the public dimension of citizenship, which is reduced in the subsequent revisions. The public dimension incorporates 8 overall expectations and 45 specific expectations in the 1999 version, but by the 2018 version this is reduced to 2 and 11. Arguably, the public dimension is central to the overall framing of the 1999 document, setting out one of the key domains of action in which to move from the core problem (socio-political fragmentation) to the desired end result (collective political identification). This process begins with situating oneself within the field of diversity:

- “articulate clearly their personal sense of civic identity and purpose, and understand the diversity of beliefs and values of other individuals and groups in Canadian society” (OMET, 1999, p. 50)

However, while the later revisions retain this initial step, the 1999 version goes farther in placing a responsibility on citizens to actively participate in resolving social divisions. The following expectation and others like it are systematically removed in the 2005 version:

- “describe ways citizens can be involved in responding to issues in which contrasting value systems, multiple perspectives, and differing civic purposes coexist, and determine their own sense of responsibility in relation to these opportunities for involvement” (OMET, 1999, p. 51)
The 1999 version, therefore, presents an active public realm, in which citizens engage with each other to resolve conflicts with the overall goal of overcoming the socio-political fragmentation of the Canadian nation-state.

As Table 6 helps show, in the subsequent revisions what remains of the public dimension becomes more detached from the political dimension and draws closer to the juridical dimension, with the citizen understood more as an autonomous individual within a globalized community. This is manifested in several ways. First, there is a shift away from emphasizing the national public realm as the primary sphere of citizen identification and action, and toward an open-ended form of citizenship that extends to the global realm. See, for instance, the following expectation:

- “communicate their own position on some issues of civic importance at the local, national, and/or global level […] explaining how their position is influenced by their beliefs/values” (OME, 2018, p. 161).

Secondly, there is a shift away from “civic issues” being treated as somehow commonly defined within the public realm toward them being defined by the autonomous individual based on “personal interest” (e.g., OME, 2018, p. 165). Relatedly, and building on the shift that began in 2005, there is a shift away from the public realm being understood as a forum for overcoming diversity through processes of conflict resolution. Instead, the goal of the public realm is simply to build understanding and appreciation of diversity, primarily through developing affective and moral traits, such as empathy: “Students develop empathy as they analyse events and issues from the perspectives of people in different parts of Canada or the world, or from different historical eras” (OME, 2018, p. 47). In the 2013 and 2018 revisions, therefore, understanding diversity is no longer an initial step toward resolving divisions in the nation-state. Rather, acknowledging and appreciating diversity becomes an end in itself.

### Table 6
Results of Coding for Prognostic Framing in the Public Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Prognostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Identifying through common public issues</td>
<td>Canadians develop shared understandings through common encounter with national concerns</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying with civil society</td>
<td>Canadians can shape society through multiple forms of social and political organization</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying with regional communities</td>
<td>Canadians form their identities through thick belonging in specific, localized communities</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Identifying with civil society</td>
<td>Canadians can shape society through multiple forms of social and political organization</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying with regional communities</td>
<td>Canadians form their identities through thick belonging in specific, localized communities</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 (Con’t)
Results of Coding for Prognostic Framing in the Public Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Identifying through common public issues</td>
<td>Canadians develop mutual understanding through common encounter with national concerns</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Positioning individual values in multi-level pluralism</td>
<td>Canadians need to clarify their opinions on civic issues at multiple levels, and develop empathy for other perspectives</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Identifying with civil society</td>
<td>Canadians can shape society through multiple forms of social and political organization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Identifying with civil society</td>
<td>Canadians can shape society through multiple forms of social and political organization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prognostic Framing of the Cultural Dimension

The cultural dimension of citizenship in the 1999 version is primarily characterized by an emphasis on civic participation in relation to the local community. Most of these expectations are limited to learning about the local community. However, in spite of the warning about the danger of leaving the schoolgrounds discussed above, there are a few key expectations that require students to take civic action in relation to the local community. This is most explicit in the following specific expectation:

- “participate effectively in a civil action or project of interest to them and of importance to the community (e.g., attend public hearings, plan religious or cultural event, join special interest group, write letters to editor)” (OMET, 1999, p. 53)

Note how the selection of a project is defined not only in terms of personal interest but also in terms of “importance to the community.”
Table 7
Results of Coding for Prognostic Framing in the Cultural Dimension in Four Versions of CWS 9 & 10 Curriculum Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docum.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Narrative Summary of Prognostic Framing</th>
<th>Segments Coded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Enabling local learning</td>
<td>Civic education should include learning about and in the local community</td>
<td>2  20  7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enabling local civic participation</td>
<td>Civic education should include direct participation in local civic affairs</td>
<td>1  3  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying with multi-level</td>
<td>Citizenship should include affective identification with communities at different geographic scales</td>
<td>0  3  6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>citizenship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Enabling local learning</td>
<td>Civic education should include learning about the local community</td>
<td>1  7  23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participating in multi-level</td>
<td>Civic education should include self-directed activities in relation to chosen issues and communities</td>
<td>1  2  16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>citizenship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Planning for sustainable</td>
<td>Civic education should foster sustainability in local communities through planning potential actions</td>
<td>3  15  46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning critical multi-level</td>
<td>Civic education should foster critical engagement in various communities through planning potential actions</td>
<td>3  12  45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Planning for sustainable</td>
<td>Civic education should foster sustainability in local communities through planning potential actions</td>
<td>3  15  46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning critical multi-level</td>
<td>Civic education should foster critical engagement in various communities through planning potential actions</td>
<td>3  12  45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 7 helps illustrate, starting in the 2005 revision, the cultural dimension is modified in two significant ways. First, the emphasis on it is substantially reduced, including a fairly systematic removal of expectations related to civic engagement in the community. Secondly, where discussion of civic engagement is maintained it is mostly in relation to what might be called “multi-level citizenship” – that is, citizenship as open-ended engagement in “communities” at local, national, and global scales. References to multi-level citizenship in the 1999 version were mostly in the frontmatter, and arguably were intended to be vague and open-ended in order to capture the varied content of the expectations. In the 2005 revision, this language starts to move into the expectations, and multi-level citizenship becomes operationalized as something students must engage with directly, as can be seen in the revision of the main specific expectation requiring civic action:

- “demonstrate an understanding of their responsibilities as local, national, and global citizens by applying their knowledge of civics, and skills related to purposeful and active citizenship, to a project of personal interest and civic importance (e.g., participating in food and clothing drives; visiting seniors; participating in community festivals, celebrations, and events;
becoming involved in human rights, antidiscrimination, or antiracism activities)” (OME, 2005, p. 69)

Note that where students were required to “participate effectively” in 1999, the 2005 revision only asks them to apply their knowledge and skills to a project. There is no requirement that the project should be effective or even complete.

The de-emphasizing of civic action in the 2005 revision appears to align with the concerns raised about risks relating to students leaving the school, which also parallels the emergent policy network around “safe schools” in Ontario over this period (Winton, 2012). However, this results in a tension in the curriculum: the internal logic of the curriculum points in the direction of civic engagement as a natural and necessary outcome of its vision of citizenship, but such civic engagement becomes problematic when student activity outside of the school is seen as a liability. The 2013 and 2018 revisions resolve this tension by limiting student civic activity to planning actions that they could potentially undertake at some point in the future. The key specific expectation calling for civic action is expanded into a full overall expectation, but the requirement for action is removed:

• “analyse a civic issue of personal interest and develop a plan of action to address it” (OME, 2018, p. 164)

This overall expectation is followed by a series of specific expectations that call on students to analyze an issue and develop a plan of action along with a plan to evaluate successful implementation, but never to actually implement the plan.

Along with the forms of local civic engagement discussed here, our understanding of the cultural dimension of citizenship, drawing on Banks (2008), explicitly includes ethnocultural and other identity-based communities, whether localized or dispersed (see Butler, 2018). It is a noteworthy negative finding that participation in such communities was not a significant emphasis of the framing practices we identified.

Discussion

Since the initial creation of the Ontario Canadian & World Studies 9 & 10 curriculum in 1999, the three subsequent revisions to the document have maintained a great deal of continuity. Throughout the different versions, the diagnostic framing has emphasized the political dimension of citizenship through a focus on the challenges presented to Canada as a nation-state by globalization and by the pluralization of the population. This problem-framing underscores the political function of the curriculum, as a public statement by the government about – and a symbolic gesture toward – the utilization of the school system for the formation of Canadian citizens prepared for the challenges of the 21st century (Lewis, 2011; Westbury, 2008).

In response to the core problem, the subsequent versions of the document present prognostic framing across the five dimensions of citizenship. Politically, the curriculum suggests that citizens must develop both an affective identification with Canada and a sense of personal responsibility for Canada’s economic prosperity. Economically, the curriculum positions the citizen outside the boundaries of the nation-state, preparing them with skills that can be transferred throughout the globalized marketplace. Juridically, the curriculum establishes a pre-defined role for the citizen within both the nation-state and the global community (and, on a pedagogical level, within the school), through both legal and ethical obligations. The prognostic framing across these three dimensions highlights a tension in the 1999 version of the curriculum between the preparation
of citizens for strong identification with and participation in the nation-state and the preparation of citizens as economic and ethical actors within a globalized community. In relation to the problem-framing, this tension suggests that responding to the challenges of globalization requires the formation of Canadian citizens who are both nationalistic in their identification and transnational in their activities. In the subsequent revisions, this tension is somewhat resolved through an increasing emphasis on participation in the global realm as an end in itself and a concomitant de-emphasizing of nationalistic identification except insofar as Canada exemplifies juridical and globalistic ideals of pluralism.

Within this context, we can return to the question raised earlier about the shifting emphases on the cultural and public dimensions. As illustrated in Figure 1, the cultural dimension declined in emphasis from 1999 to 2005, before rising back above the 1999 level in 2013 and 2018. This fluctuation can be explained, at least in part, by the complex positioning of civic action. In the 1999 document, the cultural dimension plays a small but important role in encouraging civic action within the local community. In 2005, civic action is significantly de-emphasized, and what remains is situated more vaguely in relation to an open-ended form of multi-level citizenship. In 2013 and 2018, there is a renewed emphasis on civic action, but now it is limited to planning potential civic actions. In this sense, the fluctuation of the cultural dimension in Figure 1 is somewhat superficial, and the change is perhaps best understood as a consistent de-emphasizing of genuine civic action over the subsequent revisions. As discussed above, the internal evidence of the curriculum policy documents suggests that these changes can be explained at least in part by concerns about liability related to student activities outside the school, which aligns with the broader policy emphasis on student safety (Winton, 2012). However, there were likely other factors at work in this complex policy shift, possibly including concerns about the initial difficulty of the revised curriculum and desires to decrease student workload in order to raise graduation rates (Pinto, 2012).

So far, however, this analysis of the changes in the cultural dimension is primarily focused on practical, pedagogical factors. In keeping with the focus of this article, we also want to consider the broader political and ideological implications of how civic action is reframed throughout subsequent revisions of the curriculum. For this purpose, we turn now to the changes in the public dimension of citizenship. As illustrated in Figure 1, the emphasis on the public dimension is significantly reduced over the successive revisions of the document. The general de-emphasizing of the public dimension aligns with a significant transformation of its content. In the 1999 version, the public dimension is an important domain of citizen action, in which citizens encounter the problematic diversity of society, then undertake public action, primarily involving forms of conflict resolution, to help build a new public consensus within the nation-state. The subsequent revisions maintain the first step of the process laid out in the 1999 document – positioning oneself within the field of diversity – but then eliminate the public action that followed. In the later revisions, therefore, diversity is primarily framed as a feature to be acknowledged and valued, rather than an obstacle to be overcome, and recognizing diversity becomes an end in itself.

Considering the changes in the cultural and public dimensions together, we get a broader picture of the ideological changes across the subsequent revisions of the curriculum. While the cultural dimension, considered alone, suggested that student action was de-emphasized due to practical and pedagogical concerns, the context of the public dimension suggests a more systematic de-emphasizing of citizen action. Where citizenship in the 1999 version is characterized by participation in collective actions, it is gradually transformed through the three revisions to become more of an individual and cognitive activity. This may also explain the increased emphasis on problem framing, as intellectual consideration of societal problems moves from an initial step toward encouraging citizen actions to become a significant citizen activity in itself.
In the 2018 document, therefore, citizenship involves building awareness of the ethical complexities of contemporary societies, accepting personal responsibility for societal problems (including accounting for the past wrongs of one’s nation), reflexively positioning oneself within the field of globalized diversity, engaging in critical analysis of contemporary problems, and carefully planning potential actions within this ethical complexity. In this sense, the obstacles to student action are not only practical concerns about liability, but also ideological concerns reflecting the complexity of ethical action in a pluralistic public sphere (Peck & Sears, 2016).

Conclusion

This article has presented the findings of a frame analysis of the four subsequent versions of the Ontario Canadian and World Studies 9 and 10 curriculum policy document. The initial 1999 version of the document was created under a conservative and populist PC government, while the three subsequent revisions were created under a Liberal government in 2005, 2013, and 2018. These two political parties position themselves as ideologically opposed, and in certain ways the findings of the frame analysis mirror this ideological divergence. Most notably, the three revisions completed under the Liberal government have systematically removed the initial emphasis of the document on citizen action, both in relation to participation in the local community and in relation collective action in the national public realm. We have suggested that this parallels the new emphasis in the documents on diversity and inclusion, and that the removal of civic action reflects an ideological liberal concern over the complexity of ethical action within a pluralistic public sphere.

At the same time, however, there is a remarkable degree of continuity across the different versions of the document. The three revisions maintain some major themes of the initial document, including its strong emphasis on developing individualized transferable skills for participation in the globalized economy. This accent on preparing students as economic actors is consistent with Rogers’ (2018) critical discourse analysis of curriculum policies over a similar timeframe and across four successive governments of differing political stripes in Nova Scotia, another Canadian province. The revisions have also maintained the emphasis on forming the individual citizen to fit a predefined role based in relation to both legal and ethical obligations, along with the rigid accountability structures embedded that similarly position teachers and students in relation to rigidly predefined roles. Following the typology of dimensions of citizenship that provides the theoretical framework for this article, these areas of continuity reflect the economic and juridical dimensions of citizenship, which are universalistic and inclusive but also tend to individualize the citizen and reify social structures (Cohen, 1999; Taylor, 2004). This emphasis on the individualized citizen within a reified globalistic society, therefore, can be understood as the new consensus on citizenship education in Ontario, which has remained remarkably stable over the last twenty years.

Following the most recent revision of CWS 9 & 10, the PC party was returned to power in the 2018 Ontario election. This government takes a similar populist tone to the PC government of the late 1990s, and it will be interesting to see what, if any, further changes they make to the curriculum. It is almost certain that they will seek to remove the emphasis on diversity and inclusion that the Liberal government gradually incorporated. They have already cancelled curriculum writing sessions intended to continue revising CWS 9 & 10 in response to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (Desmarais, 2018). However, it is less certain that they will seek to restore other aspects of the curriculum that the Liberal government removed, particularly the emphases on civic action in the public realm. While the PCs are unlikely to share the Liberals’ ethical concerns about the complexity of civic action in a pluralistic public sphere, they may have other reasons to keep these elements out. In her analysis of the Common Sense Revolution, Pinto (2012) suggests that the
emphasis on economic formation in the curriculum reflected a genuine ideological concern of the PC government, but that the emphasis on the formation of citizens as socio-political actors was more likely a politically-motivated response to a perceived public desire for a balance between economic and civic preparation. Now that the elements of civic action and public participation have already been removed, the PCs may find it unnecessary to restore them, and may instead follow a more ideological path toward citizenship as primarily, if not exclusively, economic formation.
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